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Abstract
In this paper, we present a reliable, adaptive credit-based network protocol for video transport.
To do so, we first derive a sufficient condition for ensuring the reliability of the receiver-based
adaptive buffer allocation algorithm. We then present a fair buffer adaptation algorithm that ensures uniform increase in the delays experienced by the application protocol data units of bursty
flows during congestion. The adaptive buffer allocation algorithm is then tuned to minimize the
end-to-end delay and jitter for VBR encoded video streams. Although such a protocol does not
provide delay or delay jitter guarantees, we demonstrate that due to the inherent nature of our
algorithm, the network, rather than the source, shapes the traffic, which in turn yields smaller
end-to-end delay for video frames as compared to source traffic shaping algorithms. On the
other hand, to mask the effects of delay jitter on playback continuity, we present a simple technique for adapting the playback point at client sites. We experimentally evaluate the adaptive
buffer allocation algorithm for a wide range of parameters and many network configuration and
demonstrate itś adaptability and suitability for video transport.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present an adaptive network layer protocol
for VBR video transport. It: (1) minimizes buffer requirement in the network while guaranteeing that packets of VBR
encoded video flows will not be lost, and (2) minimizes endto-end delay and jitter of frames. To achieve the former objective, we utilize receiver-oriented adaptive credit-based
flow control algorithm, and derive necessary and sufficient
number of buffers that should be reserved for ensuring its
reliability. To minimize the end-to-end delay and jitter for
VBR encoded video streams, we: (1) present bandwidth estimation techniques which exploit the structure of the video
traffic, and (2) define a new fairness criteria for buffer allocation and then present a fair buffer/bandwidth allocation
algorithm. We experimentally evaluate this protocol for a
wide range of parameters and many network configuration
and demonstrate its adaptability. We also compare the performance of the protocol with numerous other schemes and
demonstrate its suitability for video transport.

1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Multimedia applications involving transmission of digital
audio and video streams over networks require the network
to provide low delay, delay jitter and packet loss. Such applications can be broadly classified as requiring either: (1)
mathematically provable, deterministic or statistical quality
of service (QoS) guarantees for each video communication
channel, or (2) acceptable QoS, but no absolute guarantees.
In architectures that support the former class of applications, the network provides QoS guarantees based on the
traffic specification of a source [2]. The network guarantees
that as long as a source traffic conforms to its specification,
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it would receive guaranteed QoS. A fundamental limitation
of all of these architectures is that most traffic specification
models are inadequate for accurately characterizing video
traffic. This is mainly because they fail to capture: (1) the
short term burstiness resulting from variation in complexity
of adjacent frames; and (2) the long term variation resulting
from variation in scene complexity. The difficulty in capturing these variations severely limit the effectiveness and
viability of architectures for providing guaranteed QoS.
In architectures that support the latter class of applications (referred to as adaptive applications), the quality
of service being provided to applications varies with the
availability of resources [2]. To provide acceptable QoS,
a network must manage the burstiness of video traffic at
multiple time-scales. The long term bit rate variations lead
to sustained overload on a network. Hence, a network must
employ an admission control algorithm that limits the statistical multiplexing [4]. The short term burstiness, on the
other hand, leads to queue build up, and consequently to significant packet losses, at switches. Although uncompressed
video streams, due to the inherent spatial and temporal redundancy, are highly resilient to packet losses, compressed
video streams are not. Moreover, if the compression algorithm employs interframe compression techniques (e.g.
MPEG), then the effect of packet loss in a single frame may
propagate through multiple frames. Consequently, packet
losses significantly degrade video quality and are highly
undesirable [5].
Given that the hard timing constraints imposed by continuous video playback preclude any retransmission of lost
packets, minimizing the impact of such packet losses on
video quality will require the sender and the receiver to
employ additional error recovery methods. For instance,
at a receiver, the decoder may mitigate the effect of lost
packets by approximating the missing data through temporal or spatial interpolation [12]. Similarly, the decoder
could utilize forward error correction information to compensate for packet losses [1]. Finally, if the network supports multiple priority levels and if the source employs a

multi-layer encoder, then the reconstructed image quality
at the receiver can be improved by transmitting layers of
the encoded video stream at different priority levels (e.g.,
transmitting the essential and the enhancement layers at
high and low priorities, respectively) [5, 11]. Although
conceptually elegant, these techniques are not without limitations. Whereas the additional data traffic yielded by the
redundant forward error correction information increases
the overall load and hence may worsen the loss rate; layered encoders, in general, are more complex and require
higher bandwidth as compared to a standard single-layer
encoder.
Since most of the error recovery techniques increase the
complexity of the system, packet losses for compressed
video should be avoided. A network can achieve this objective by either: (1) employing source traffic shaping algorithm and removing the short term rate fluctuations, or (2)
absorbing the transient overloads by increasing the buffer
space at the switches. Source traffic shaping algorithms increase the end-to-end delay of the frames significantly (by
approximately 200ms [9]) and hence may not be feasible for
interactive video applications. On the other hand, predicting the buffer space required to absorb transient overloads
for video sources is difficult. Furthermore, increasing fast
expensive buffer at the switches in high speed networks
may not be economically viable.
Observe that source traffic shaping algorithms and techniques for transmitting VBR video streams without any
shaping are two ends of a spectrum. A network layer protocol for video transport that achieves a middle ground
between these two extremes by utilizing hop-by-hop flow
control is the subject matter of this paper.

1.2 Relation to Previous Work
Flow control algorithms shape source traffic to avoid congestion in the network. Since these algorithms introduce
delay at a source only if necessary to avoid congestion,
the delay experienced by flow controlled sources would be
smaller than the delay incurred by sources which rely on
source only traffic shaping. Hence, flow control algorithms
are attractive for video transport. Over the last decade,
feedback-based flow control has been the focus of considerable research for datagram networks [5, 6]. However, it
has been observed that, due to the end-to-end nature of most
of the conventional flow control protocols, they do not react
quickly to short-term congestion in high-speed networks.
To address this limitation, several researchers have recently
begun developing per link, hop-by-hop credit-based flow
control algorithms [6, 8].
The basic idea in credit based flow control is to reserve
buffer for a communication channel (hereafter referred to
as flow) at all the switches along the path from the source

to the destination, and then limit the number of packets an
upstream node (hereafter referred to as sender ) can transmit to a downstream node (hereafter referred to as receiver)
such that buffer at the downstream node does not overflow.
The buffer reserved for a flow depends on the desired bandwidth of a flow and can be either static or dynamic (i.e.,
adaptive) [6, 8, 10]. In static allocation, a fixed number of
packet buffers are allocated at the receiver for each flow.
An adaptive credit allocation scheme, on the other hand,
permits a number of flows to dynamically share the same
buffer pool by adjusting the buffer allocation in accordance
with the actual bandwidth usage of each flow. This enables
the switching nodes to minimize the total buffer space required to support the flows whose bandwidth requirements
vary significantly over time (e.g. video flows).
Adaptive credit allocation can be done either at the
sender or at the receiver [6, 10]. In either case, the adaptive credit allocation algorithm must ensure that packets
are never dropped due to congestion in the network. A
sender based buffer adaptation algorithm was proposed and
demonstrated to be reliable in [10]. The concept of receiveroriented adaptation, on the other hand, was introduced in
[6] and a particular algorithm has been proposed in [7].
To ensure that packets are not discarded due to congestion in receiver-oriented adaptation, the algorithm in [7]
uses a highly conservative buffer reservation policy, and
hence leads to low link and buffer utilization as well as
poor delay performance for video flows (see Section 4.1).
The algorithm has been designed and evaluated only for
data traffic and is not suitable for video traffic (in fact, for
video flows the static buffer allocation algorithm requires
fewer buffers than the algorithm proposed in [7]). Furthermore, strong assumptions and additional support from
senders is required to ensure the reliability of the algorithm
[3]. We address these limitations by: (1) deriving a necessary and sufficient condition for ensuring the reliability of
receiver-based adaptation, (2) developing a adaptive buffer
allocation algorithm specifically for video transport, and
(3) demonstrating the viability of employing it for video
transport over high speed networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
2 we present our network protocol for video transport. Section 3 describes the results of our simulations, and Section 4
compares our protocol with other schemes and algorithms.
Finally, Section 5 summarizes our results.

2

Network Protocol for Video Transport

Our network protocol for video transport has two main
objectives: (1) minimize buffer requirement while ensuring
that packet losses do not occur, and (2) minimize end-to-end
delay and jitter of frames. In what follows, we first achieve

the former objective by deriving necessary and sufficient
number of buffers that should be reserved for ensuring the
reliability of receiver-oriented adaptive credit-based flow
control, and then present techniques for minimizing the
end-to-end delay and jitter for VBR encoded video streams.

2.1 Minimizing Buffer and Ensuring Reliability
In credit-based flow control, to ensure that none of the
packets transmitted by a sender are discarded due to lack of
buffers, the receiver is required to periodically inform the
senders about the buffer space availability for each flow. A
robust protocol (referred to as Credit Update Protocol ) for
sending credit packets and updating the buffer availability
information at the sender was proposed in [6]. The essential
elements of this protocol are as follows:
For each flow W , the sender maintains two values: (1)
a transmit count XY , which denotes the number of packets
transmitted for flow W , and (2) a credit balance Z9[ Y , which
indicates the buffer availability for the flow at the receiver.
The receiver, on the other hand, maintains: (1) a forward
count \ Y , which denotes the number of packets of flow W
forwarded by the receiver to a downstream node, and (2) ] Y ,
the number of buffers allocated for flow W . The values of
X Y and \ Y are initialized to 0, and Z9[ Y is initialized to ] Y at
the flow setup time. A sender transmits a packet of flow W to
a receiver only if Z9[ Y;^`_ . Whereas the sender increments
X Y by 1 and decrements Z9[ Y by 1 on transmitting a packet,
the receiver increments \ Y by 1 on forwarding a packet to
a downstream node. Once the receiver has forwarded a
fixed number of packets to a downstream node, it sends a
credit update packet containing the value a)]Ycbd\2Yfe . Upon
receiving this packet, the sender updates its credit balance
value as: Z9[gYihja)]Y-b;\2YgelkiXYihm]Yckna4XY-ki\2Yge . Notice
that since a4X Y ko\ Y e denotes the total number of packets
that are either in transit from the sender to the receiver or
are queued at the receiver, Z9[ Y hp] Y kqa4X Y k>\ Y e denotes
the number of free packet buffers available at the receiver
for packets of flow W .
As described in [6], at any instant, the buffer allocation
for a flow at the receiver can be partitioned as ] Y hja)r<scb
rt e . Here, r s denotes the number of packets that must
be forwarded by a receiver to a downstream node before
transmitting a credit update packet to a sender, and thereby
determines the bandwidth overhead of transmitting credit
update packets. The value of rt , on the other hand, depends
on the bandwidth required by the flow. Specifically, if u2XX
is the round-trip propagation delay between the sender and
the receiver, and if [9v (expressed in terms of packets/sec)
denotes the bandwidth required by the flow, then r t can be
defined as r t hp[9vxwcu2XX .
Notice that the value of r<s is a parameter of the credit

update protocol, and hence does not vary with time y . However, to efficiently share the buffer pool available at the receiver, the value of rt assigned to each flow must be dynamically altered so as to match the variations in their bandwidth
requirements. Observe that the bandwidth requirement of
a flow can either be estimated based on past measurements
or explicitly notified by the source. In either case, once
the value of r t is determined, the receiver-based buffer
management algorithm must reserve appropriate amounts
of buffer space for each flow, and notify the sender of the
allocation. Specifically, if z{ Y and ]g{ Y denote the time instant
for the |~} (|;x ) buffer reallocation and the corresponding credit allocation for flow W , respectively, then following
the reallocation, the receiver must transmit a credit update
packet containing the value a4]g{ Y bp\ Y e to sender of flow
W . Due to the non-zero delay involved in communicating
buffer reallocation information to the senders, a sender may
transmit several packets to the receiver prior to the receipt
of the credit update packet. Consequently, the adaptive
buffer management algorithm must reserve sufficient number of buffers at the receiver so as to ensure that none of
the packets transmitted by the sender during the transition
period are discarded due to buffer overflow.
To derive sufficient number of buffers that must be reserved at the receiver for a flow to ensure reliable transmission, we assume: (1) The credit update cell transmitted by the receiver as a result of a reallocation at time
z { Y is guaranteed to be processed by the sender by time
z{ Y bx?Y ; and (2) If lY denotes the delay between the
sender sending a packet and the receiver receiving it, then
z{%
Y  y k>z{ Y ^ ?Y blY| . We refer to az{%
Y  y kz{ Y e as
adaptation interval. Note that the first assumption states that
the sum of queuing, transmission and processing delay for
a credit update packet is bounded. The second assumption,
on the other hand, limits the frequency of buffer reallocation, and thereby enables reliable bandwidth utilization
measurements. We believe that these assumptions are not
restrictive and are, in fact, desirable.
Given these assumptions, to formulate the buffer requirement
for a flow W at time z , let us first partition the set

of flows sharing a common pool of buffers at the receiver
into sets a5z0e and ;az0e , such that a5z0e denotes the set of
flows for which a4YibmYge units of time have not elapsed
since their most recent reallocation and ;az0e contains all
of the remaining flows. Formally,
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the sender and all the packets reflecting previous allocation have arrived. Hence, intuitively, the buffer requirement for flows in ¡a5z0e at time z , denoted by ¢£Ya5z0e , is
¤¥ ¦
~§ Ya5z0e?¨]g{ Y  where §7Y9a5z0e is the queue occupancy at
the receiver at time z . On the other hand, for the flows
in az0e , packets reflecting the previous allocation may not
have arrived at the receiver. Hence, for flows in az0e ,
¤n¥ ¦
¢£Y©az0ech
 §7Yaz0e¨ ]g{ Y ª y ¨]g{ Y  . Hence, if ¢ is the buffer
space available at the receiver, then packet loss would not
occur if « Yl¬® ¢ Y az0e  ¢ at all time z . This is formally
stated in Theorem 1, proof for which is presented in [3].
Theorem ¯ If ¢ denotes the the buffer space available at
a receiver, then packet loss would not occur at the receiver
°
if:
Yl¬

where

¢6Ya5z0eh
¤n¥ ¦

¤n¥ ¦

¢ Y a5z0e 
¢

 §7Yaz0e¨ ]g{ Y ª y ¨]g{ Y 

¢ Y az0ech
 § Y az0e¨ ]g{ Y  if W²;a5z0e .
occupancy at the receiver at time z .
§

if

Wp±a5z0e

Y az0e

and
is the queue

Now, consider a buffer allocation algorithm which reserves ¢ Y a5z{ Y e amount of buffer for flow W for the interval ³ z{ Y ¨Dz{%Y  y e . To ensure that no packet loss occurs, the
actual buffer requirement for flow W must never exceed
¢£Y©az{ Y e at any time instant within the interval ³ z{ Y ¨z{G
Y  y e
(i.e., ¢ Y a5z0e  ¢ Y az{ Y e´Dz3³ z{ Y ¨z{GY  y e ). We have shown that
this holds for ¢ Y a5z0e as defined in Theorem 1 [3].
An important property of ¢ Y a5z0e is that all buffer requirement functions that can ensure that packet loss does not occur and are non increasing between two consecutive adaptation instants have values at least as large as ¢ Y az0e between
consecutive adaptation instants. Hence, any buffer allocation algorithm that reserves sufficient buffer space at adaptation instants (to prevent any buffer overflow within the
adaptation interval) must necessarily reserve ¢6Ya5z0e buffer
per flow. This is formally stated in Theorem 2, proof for
which is presented in [3].
Theorem µ¶7Yaz0e7x¢6Ya5z0e where ¶7Y9a5z0e is a buffer requirement function that ensures that no packet loss occurs
and is non increasing in the interval ³ z{ Y ¨z{GY  y e·|i .
Theorem 1 minimizes buffer requirement while eliminating any adverse effects of packet losses on the recovery
of compressed images. Techniques for minimizing the
end-to-end delay of video frames are presented in the next
section.

2.2 Minimizing End-to-End Delay
To minimize end-to-end delay and jitter, our adaptive protocol dynamically allocates bandwidth. To dynamically allo-

cate bandwidth, the network should first estimate the bandwidth requirements of the flows and then allocate buffers
corresponding to the bandwidth requirements. Additionally, in the event that the cumulative buffer requirement exceeds the buffer space availability, a buffer allocation algorithm must distribute the buffer space among the competing
flows in a fair manner (i.e., equitably distribute the increase
in end-to-end delay among all the competing flows). In
what follows, we present bandwidth estimation techniques
and a fair buffer allocation algorithm which achieve these
objectives.
2.2.1 Bandwidth Estimation
The bandwidth requirement of a video flow changes with
the frame size. Since frames are generated at a constant
rate, the bandwidth requirement varies periodically. Hence,
a network can measure the bandwidth utilized over an adaptation (measurement) interval and utilize it to estimate the
bandwidth requirement during the next adaptation interval,
and then allocate the bandwidth accordingly. Specifically,
if [9v;Y¸¹ º denotes the bandwidth utilized by flow W during
the current adaptation interval, [9v;Y»½¼¿¾ and [vdY»ÁÀPÂ denote
the minimum and the maximum bandwidth desired by flow
W and ÃY (ÃlY" ) the rampup factor for flow W , then the
bandwidth requirement of the flow during the next adaptation interval can be estimated as:
[9vnYÄÅ } h

¤dÆ5Ç

%[9v

»6
Y ÀPÂ ¨ Ã Y
w

¤n¥ ¦

G[v

»½
Y ¼5¾ ¨ [v

¸Y ¹ º l±aÈle

The choice of a rampup factor depends on the burstiness
of the traffic. For video flows, burstiness can be measured
in terms of the ratio of successive frame sizes, which, in
turn, depends on the compression algorithm. In fact, if,
for a compression algorithm, the maximum ratio of successive frame sizes (denoted by uY»6ÀPÂ ) is estimated (possibly
by analyzing a large number of video streams encoded using the compression algorithm), then choosing Ã Y hpuY»6ÀPÂ
will enable a switch to quickly rampup to the maximum
bandwidth requirement of flow W whenever desired. However, since not all successive frames of flow W require an
increase in bandwidth estimated by the ratio uY»ÁÀÂ , such a
technique may lead to severe under-utilization of available
buffer space. A conservative value of Ã Y (i.e., Ã YiÉ uY»6ÀPÂ ),
on the other hand, yields high buffer space utilization, but at
the expense of increased end-to-end delay. Consequently,
the rampup factor should be selected such that it balances
the end-to-end delay with buffer space utilization.
Observe that a single value of rampup factor is sufficient for intra-frame compression algorithms (e.g., JPEG).
However, compression algorithms that exploit inter-frame
dependencies (e.g., MPEG) yield different types of frames,
each with a different bandwidth requirement. Conse-

quently, selecting the same rampup factor without considering the type of frame being transmitted may yield significant variation in end-to-end frame delays (i.e., high jitter).
Hence, for inter-frame compression algorithms, minimizing the delay jitter requires the selection of frame-specific
rampup factors. Such frame-specific rampup factors can be
provided by the source to the network either: (1) by explicitly transmitting a control packet prior to transmitting each
frame, or (2) by providing the information at the time of
connection establishment (e.g., by specifying the encoding
pattern and the corresponding rampup factors). By implicitly specifying the bandwidth requirement of a frame, such
frame-specific rampup factors minimize the delay jitter and
buffer space requirement at the switches.
Once the bandwidth requirement of a flow has been
estimated, a switch allocates buffer corresponding to the
estimated bandwidth. To reduce the computational requirement at a switch, we assume that the buffer allocation algorithm allocates buffer for all the flows at the same time. If at
the reallocation instant, the cumulative buffer requirement
of all the flows is smaller than the available buffer space,
then the requirements of all the flows can be met. On
the other hand, if the cumulative requirement exceeds the
buffer space availability, then the algorithm must achieve a
fair distribution of the buffer space among all the competing flows. In what follows, we define our fairness criteria
and present an algorithm which allocates buffer fairly.

Hence, the main objective of the fair buffer allocation algorithm is to determine Ó , which in turn determines the
buffers that can be allocated for each flow.
For simplicity of presentation, let us assume that |~}
allocation is being computed for each flow. Moreover, let
us assume that the length of the adaptation interval is such
that for all flows z{ Y k`z{®Y ª y ^  Y b× Y .  Hence, if the
adaptation occurs at time z , all the flows in belong to set
;a5z0e (see Equation (1) ). Consequently, as per Theorem 1,
the minimum buffer requirement of each flow W prior to the
reallocation can be given by aØP{Y ª y bÙr<sGe , where:

2.2.2

and åæh
k
. Since W²
, the desired buffer allocation
is smaller than the current allocation, the new allocation can
â
be reduced to:

The fairness criteria for buffer allocation depends on the
requirements of the applications. Since frame delay is a
critical QoS parameter for video flows, a buffer allocation
algorithm can be considered fair if it uniformly distributes
the increase in delay yielded by limited buffer space availability among all the flows. To precisely define the fairness
requirement, let us denote the desired bandwidth and the
available bandwidth (resulting from the buffer space constraints) for flow W by [9v Y and [9Ê v Y , respectively. Since
the size of a video frame is the same regardless of the the
bandwidth allocation, we get:
Y
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hÍ[9Ì v
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where Ü denotes the total buffer space available at the receiver.
Now, let áY denote the buffer allocation for desired bandwidth [v;Y for flow W . Depending on the relationship be
tween the áPY and ØP{Y ª y , the set of flows can be partitioned
â
into two subsets:
â

hjã©W



W²


â

á Y

ØP{®
Y ª y ä


Ñ

Ñ

Ò

W"

]g{ Y

hxaá Y br<s%e

However, since after reallocation the flows belongs to a5z0e ,
as per Theorem 1 the buffer that must be reserved for ensuring reliability is given as:
¤n¥®¦

~§

Y a5z{ Y e?¨]g{®
Y ª y ¨ ]g{ Y Qh

¤n¥ ¦

 §

Y az{ Y e¨ ]g{ Y ª y £h×ØP{ Y ª y bRr<s

On the other hand, for all the flows
á Y;^ Ø Y . Let us denote:

W

belonging to

å

,

aÐle

where ËY and 
ÎË Y denote the delay experienced by a frame
of flow W when the bandwidth allocated is [v Y and [Ì v Y ,
respectively. Then, we define the buffer allocation to be

fair if, for all flows in , the following condition holds s :
Ñ

Y a5z{ Y e¨ ]g{ Y ª y 6kr<s

~§

Consequently, the total number of buffer that are available
for reallocation is given by:
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[9v

¤n¥®¦

ØP{ Y ª y h

á Y

h×ØP{Y ª y boç Y

aèle

In such a scenario, whether or not each flow in å receives
its desired bandwidth depends on the current buffer space
Û
availability at the receiver. Specifically, if « Yl¬ é ç Y 
,
Ñ
Ò
]g{ Y hÍØP{Y hëaáYìbpr s e . On the other
then Wêxå
Û
hand, if « Y¬ é çgY ^
, then the number of buffers that
can be allocated to each flow W is likely to be smaller than
á Y . To precisely compute the allocations, let us denote
the bandwidth and the corresponding buffers that can be

allocated to flow W by [9Ê v Y and Î á Y , respectively. Let Î á Y
be divided as aØ {Y ª y bÙíGYge . Clearly, since Î áPY  áPY , we get
íGY  çUY . Moreover,
°

í Y

Û
h

Whereas Equation (13) reduces the credit allocation of all
the flows Wj å for which íGY ô _ (and thereby takes
a step towards achieving fair distribution of buffers), it
enhances the credit allocation of all the remaining flows
in å as per their respective increases in buffer allocations.
Equation (14), on the other hand, ensure that: (1) the buffer
reservations for all flows W å for which í Y Û  _ are not
altered, and (2) the available buffers (namely, ) are fairly
distributed among all the flows W'²å for which í Y;^`_ .

aîle

Y¬ é

Now, as per the fairness criteria (see Equation (4)), for all
flows W'²å , we need to determine í Y such that:
Ñ

W²

oÒ

[v

Y

[Ì v

Y

ñòPò
ïð
ñÎ òPò ð
h

ïð

Y

Substituting the values of á
ØP{®
Y ª y boç Y
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Ï
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aóle

ð

í Y

and Î á Y , we get:
ØP{®
Y ª y boç Y
h

Ó

kÙØP{ Y ª y

a _ e

Hence, from Equations (10) and (8), we get:
Ó"h

aØP{ Y ª y bqç Y e
Û
Y ¬ é ØP{Y ª y b


«

Yl¬~é
«

al%e

Hence, for each flow W , the value of íGY can be derived as:
Û
í Y

wQaØP{Y ª y bçgYgebÙçUYw3«

h

«
¼

¬~é

Ø { ª y kÙØP{®
¬ é P
Y ª y w3«
¼
¼
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¼
¼

¼

¬ é
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An interesting point to note is that Equation (12) does not
guarantee that íGY will exceed zero for all W²²å . That is, to
achieve fair distribution of buffer space as per our fairness
criteria (see Equation (4)), a subset of the flows in set å
may be required to release some of the buffers that have
been reserved for them during the interval ³ z{®Y ª y ¨Dz{ Y e . The
occurrence of this condition (namely, í Ydô`_ ) is indicative
of the fact that some of the flows could have been allocated
unfair share of the total buffer space during the previous
adaptation interval.
Notice, however, that to ensure reliability of transmission, it is not possible to release any of the Ø {Y ª y br<s buffers
reserved for flow W at time z{ Y . Hence, for all flows W"å ,
the buffer allocation and reservation is given by:
õöö
÷
]g{ Y

h

ööø

aØP{Y ª y boí Y

br<s%e

ù
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The buffer allocation algorithm and bandwidth estimation
techniques presented in the previous section enable the
receiver-based credit flow protocol to quickly adapt to the
changes in the bandwidth requirements of video sources,
and thereby minimize the end-to-end delay. However, due
to its inherent nature, the protocol does not provide any
bounds on the delay. Consequently, once the playback of
a video stream is initiated at the destination site, a frame
arriving later than its scheduled playback instant will result
in playback discontinuity. To provide a good quality of
service, the destination site must employ playback point
adaptation algorithm, which minimizes: (1) the number of
playback discontinuities resulting from variations in endto-end delay, and (2) the effective end-to-end delay (defined
as the difference between time at which a frame is captured
at the source and the time at which it is displayed at the destination). Whereas the former objective can be attained by
buffering, and hence delaying, the frames for sufficiently
long durations at the destination prior to their playback
(i.e., by introducing anti-jitter delay), the latter can be met
by scheduling the the playback at the earliest.
To formulate a policy for balancing these two antagonistic requirements, let us denote the arrival time of first
frame at the destination and the anti-jitter delay by  and

y
, respectively. Hence, the playback will be initiated at

the destination at time  h b
. Moreover, if  dey
y
notes the inter-frame separation, then the time instant at
which the | } frame (|mÈ ) must be displayed is given by

.
 h b`a|Sk`GeAwh bpa5|7kqGe-w6b
y
y
{
Depending on the relationship between the arrival time
of a frame and its scheduled playback instant, the playback
adaptation algorithm must handle the following two cases:


^  : In this case, a playback discontinuity will

{
{
be observed at the destination. In such a scenario,
to prevent frequent occurrences of such playback discontinuities, the playback adaptation algorithm may
increase the anti-jitter delay. That is, rather than displaying the |~} frame as soon as it arrives, the algorithm may display the frame at time  h b ,
y
{
{
(  ^ _ ), thereby increasing the anti-jitter
delay to
y
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: This condition is indicative of reduced congestion in the network and the adaptation algorithm
exploits it to reduce the effective end-to-end delay by
discarding a frame. It can use a first order auto regressive filter to estimate the reduction in the network
delay and discard a frame when the estimator indicates the reduction to be greater than Gs ( Gs ^  ). The
algorithm can exploit compression specific information in order to construct a good estimator and decide
which frame to discard. For example in MPEG encoded video flows, the maximum end-to-end delay is
experienced by I frames and hence the estimator may
use the arrival and playback instants of these frames
only. Moreover, it can discard only a B frame to avoid
affecting the decoding of any other frames.
{
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2.3 Discussion
The algorithms that we have presented multiplex the short
duration bursts such that packet losses do not occur while
minimizing buffer requirement and end-to-end delay. However, when sustained long term bursts occur and the aggregate bandwidth requirement of the sources exceeds the link
capacity, the queues at the sources will build up and end-toend delay would increase. In such a scenario, an application
can reduce the effective end-to-end delay by invoking application specific procedures to reduce the spatial, temporal
or chroma resolution. However, to limit the occurrence of
such an event, a network must employ admission control
algorithm. Since the protocol guarantees that no packet
loss occurs even during congestion, heuristic admission
control algorithms based on measured traffic statistics will
suffice [2]. Thus, our protocol not only effectively controls
the short term burstiness, but also simplifies the network
control for long term burstiness.

3

Source1

Experimental Evaluation

We have experimentally evaluated various parameters and
aspects of our video transmission protocol through extensive trace-driven simulations. These simulations were carried out using an enhanced version of the REAL network
simulator available from the University of California at
Berkeley. To evaluate the various parameters of the protocol, we have experimented with several network topologies.
For the most part of this section, we will present our simulation results for a baseline network topology consisting
of 6 switches (see Figure 1) which stresses various aspects
of the protocol and is similar to the topology used in [5];
results obtained from other topologies are summarized in

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

DESTINATION

Source n

Figure 1 : The baseline network topology for the simulations
[3]. In our topologies, all the links are assumed to be duplex, of capacity 40 Mb/s, and with a propagation delay of
3 ms. Finally, to simulate an ATM network environment,
the packet size was chosen to be 53 bytes (5 bytes of header
information and 48 bytes of payload).
Each flow was simulated to carry a VBR encoded video
stream, the bit rate traces for which were obtained from 3
MPEG and 1 JPEG encoded video sequence. Each video
source transmits a randomly selected part of one of these
video sequences to the destination node. We used two
baseline configurations of sources which induce different
load on the switches. In configuration 1, there were total
of 8 sources transmitting their I frames out of phase, i.e.,
the sources were not synchronized. In configuration 2,
there were a total of 15 sources transmitting their I frames
simultaneously (the sum of maximum of average bit rate
requirements derived over 1 second intervals was 40 Mb/s).
For most of our experiments, the buffer size at the switch
and the adaptation interval were set to 1000 packets and
30 ms, respectively. The network was simulated for the
duration of 10 seconds.

3.1

Bandwidth Estimation

To validate our hypothesis that the rampup factor is a function of the burstiness of the video source, we examined
the effect of varying rampup factors on the end-to-end delay observed by the JPEG and MPEG sources as well as
the buffer space requirement at the switches. As argued
in Section 2.2.1, increase in the rampup factor decreases
the end-to-end delay, but imposes larger buffer space requirement (see Figure 2). Figure 2 also depicts the relative performance of the techniques for choosing fixed and
frame-specific rampup factor for MPEG flows. Since an
analysis of our MPEG traces indicated that B frames are
the smallest in size, P frames are approximately twice as
large as B frames, and I frames are approximately 6-10
times as large as B frames; we chose Ã#"`hx and Ã#$ÙhÈ ,
and then studied the effect of increasing the value of the
rampup factor for I frames (namely, Ã#% ) on the end-to-end
delay and buffer space requirement. As Figure 2 illustrates,
selecting Ã&%hxà yields the smallest maximum end-to-end

(a) Effect of rampup factor on maximum delay

(b) Effect of rampup factor on average buffer allocation
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Figure 2 : Effect of rampup factor on: (a) maximum delay and (b) average buffer space requirement
delays. Moreover, the maximum delays observed with
Ã#% h
à were approximately the same as those observed
for the fixed rampup factor case with Ã hÈ( Ú . The main
advantage of employing frame-specific rampup factor is
that it provides better delay-jitter performance and requires
smaller amount of buffer space ( )×ÈÚ&* lower as compared
to the fixed rampup factor case with ÃhxÈ( Ú - see Figure
2(b)). Hence, for the rest of this section, we assume that
the frame-specific rampup factor scheme is employed for
MPEG flows.
As described in Equation (2),the bandwidth requirement
of a flow during an adaptation interval is estimated using a
priori known minimum and maximum bandwidth requirements (namely, [9v;Y»3¼5¾ and [9v;Y»6ÀPÂ ). Our experiments
have demonstrated that if [9v;Y»ÁÀÂ is chosen conservatively,
then neither of the parameters effect the end-to-end delay.

3.2 Effect of Configuration Parameters
The smaller the adaptation interval, the quicker is the process of adapting to changes in bandwidth requirements,
and hence, the smaller is the delay. However, small values
of adaptation interval induces large network overhead. To
help evaluate the tradeoff in selecting the adaptation interval, we studied the variation in the maximum end-to-end
delay with increase in the adaptation interval (see Figure
3(a)). As expected, it illustrates that the end-to-end delay increases linearly with increase in adaptation interval.
Since the transmission of a frame can begin at any instant
within an adaptation interval, the expected duration for
adapting to the change in the bandwidth requirement of a
frame is half of adaptation interval. Hence, as depicted in
Figure 3(a), with each increase of + in the allocation interval, the maximum delay increases by about s, . For video
streams being played back at 30 frames/sec, an adaptation
interval of ) 30 ms is sufficient.
An important switch parameter that effects the delay
performance of sources is the buffer size at each of the

switches. Figure 3(b) demonstrates that the delay performance improves as buffer size increases. Moreover, it illustrates that the buffer size of about 900 packets is sufficient
to provide a good delay performance for the video sources.
Note that the experimentally observed buffer space requirement is about 20% larger than that required for sustaining a
bandwidth of 40Mb/s on a link with 3 ms propagation delay in this configuration. In comparison, if the exact peak
bandwidth requirements of the sources were known and if a
non-adaptive credit allocation algorithm was used, a buffer
of size 1642 packets would have been required for this configuration. Hence, non-adaptive credit management would
have required 64.2% more buffer.
In adaptive buffer management, in order for the buffer
reallocation at the first switch to be effective, the available buffers at each of the downstream switches must be
appropriately reallocated. Consequently, the number of
switches along the path from the source to the destination
of a flow may impact the maximum delay yielded by the
adaptive buffer management algorithm. To precisely quantify this dependence, we simulated network topologies with
number of switch varying from 2 through 6, and analyzed
each topology with the traffic induced by configuration 2.
As Figure 4(a) demonstrates, although the maximum delay increases with increase in the number of switches, the
increase is not significant. In fact, the increase in the end-toend delay observed when the number of switches increased
from 2 to 6 is approximately equal to the propagation delay
between switch 2 to 6 (i.e., ) 12 ms).

3.3

Effect of Load

One of the main goals of the adaptive buffer management
algorithm is to ensure graceful degradation in the delay performance with increase in the network load. To evaluate
the effectiveness of our algorithm with respect to this criteria, we measured the maximum delays observed by the
sources at varying utilization when (1) their I frames were

(a) Effect of allocation interval.

(b) Effect of buffer size.
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Figure 3 : Effect of increasing: (a) allocation interval and (b) buffer size on maximum delay
aligned, and (2) they were out of phase. Since the maximum delays are determined by the peak utilization of a link,
Figure 4(b) plots the variation of maximum delay with the
peak utilization. The peak utilization was chosen to be the
maximum average utilization, with the averaging interval
being 1 second. As the figure illustrates, sources experience lower delays at lower loads. Moreover, the sources
experience lower delay when the sources are out of phase
than in phase, thereby demonstrating that the buffer allocation is able to effectively allocate bandwidth at varying
loads.

3.4 Playback Adaptation Algorithm
To evaluate the effectiveness of the playback point adaptation algorithm presented in Section 2.2.3, we simulated our
network topology with configuration 2 load for 60 seconds.
In our experiment, only 4 playback discontinuities across
all the sources were observed during the entire simulation,
and that the algorithm was able to adapt to decrease in endto-end delay by discarding frames. Moreover, the average
length of the discontinuity was less than 2.5 ms which is
within human perceptual tolerance.

4

Comparison with Other Schemes

smaller (85 ms as compared to 1646 ms). Furthermore, the
algorithm in [7] requires 100% more buffers (2000 packets)
for a comparable delay performance. Since peak rate buffer
allocation of the sources would have required 1650 packets, we believe this is an anomaly in the algorithm in [7].
Finally, when no flow control algorithm is employed the
buffer requirement is 2320 packets. Hence, the algorithm
in [7] increases the delay significantly while saving very
small amount of buffer space for video flows. This also
illustrates that the adaptive credit-based protocol would not
be feasible for video without Theorem 1.
The algorithm presented in [7] presumes additional per
link timers at each of the upstream nodes. Moreover, these
timers are assumed to be synchronized. We believe that
to facilitate interoperability, adaptive buffer management
should be an implementation choice of a switch and should
not require any additional support from other switches.
This assumption is unnecessary and, as we have demonstrated, reliability can be achieved without additional support from the upstream switches. Furthermore, the algorithm in [7] permits buffer adaptation for the flows only at
every adaptation interval, which makes the algorithm inflexible. This is in contrast to Theorem 1, which does not
assume any correlation between the time instants at which
adaptation occurs for the flows.

4.1 Receiver-Oriented Adaptation

4.2

The concept of receiver-oriented adaptation was originally
introduced in [6], and a particular algorithm was proposed in [7]. The algorithm presented in [7] requires
« Y¬ ]g{ Y .- s kq« Yl¬ §7Yaz{ Y e to hold after the | } allocation. It is easily observed that the condition for reliability presented in this paper is much weaker and consequently leads to much more efficient utilization of network
resources. Our experiments have demonstrated that for
configuration 2 and a buffer size of 1000 packets, the link
utilization in our algorithm is 60-70% higher. Moreover,
the end-to-end delay yielded by our algorithm is 20 times

We chose the following three schemes, which we believe
are representative of the schemes proposed in the literature,
for the purpose of comparison:


Video Transmission Schemes

Periodic Averaging: This is a source traffic shaping
mechanism [13] in which, assuming all the frame sizes
are known in advance, all the frames that belong to
an averaging interval are transmitted at the average
rate for that interval. This generates a smooth traffic
source with rate changes occurring only at averaging
interval boundaries. The delay incurred by frames

(a) Effect of number of switches on the path

(b) Effect of load
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Figure 4 : Effect of increasing: (a) number of switches on the path and (b) load on maximum delay
6

in this scheme would be a lower bound on the delay
that would be introduced at the source to generate an
equivalent smooth source when the frame sizes are not
known. For the purpose of comparison, we chose an
averaging interval of 1 second.


Frame Smoothing: In this scheme, after a frame is
completely encoded, it is transmitted at a rate such
that the transmission is completed within an interframe
duration, i.e., before the next frame is encoded. This
scheme reduces burstiness caused due to the encoding
process but introduces smoothing delay equivalent to
encoding delay. We assume encoding delay to be
interframe delay.

Our Protocol
Frame Smoothing
Rate Based
Periodic Averaging

1

Rate Based Control: In this scheme, rate of transmission of a video source is controlled by the rate based
congestion control protocol proposed in ATM forum.
Since the ATM forum has not specified a particular
switch behavior, we assume the switches to be EFCI
switches which mark resource management packets
on both the forward and reverse paths.

We selected maximum delay, maximum queue length
and packet loss (when the buffer size is limited to 1000
packets) as the metrics for comparison with other schemes.
Figures 5 and 6 plot these metrics at varying maximum
average utilization level (averaging interval is chosen to be
1 second). Figure 5(a) shows that delay in our protocol
is approximately 50% of the delay in periodic averaging
and almost the same delay as in frame smoothing. Figure
5(b) demonstrates that the buffer requirement in our protocol is significantly smaller than that required when frame
smoothing is employed. Hence, we conclude our protocol
finds a middle ground between the two extremes of source
traffic shaping and no traffic shaping.
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Figure 6 : Comparison of packet loss with other video
transmission schemes
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5

Concluding Remarks

We presented a network layer protocol which effectively
multiplexes VBR encoded video traffic. The protocol minimizes buffer requirement as well as end-to-end delay and
guarantees that packet losses do not occur. To minimize
buffer requirement as well as avoid packet losses, we derived necessary and sufficient buffers required for ensuring
the reliability of the receiver-based adaptive buffer allocation algorithm. We then presented bandwidth estimation techniques and buffer allocation algorithm which are
specifically designed for video and minimize end-to-end
delay and jitter for VBR encoded video. We defined a new
fairness criteria for buffer allocation which ensures uniform
increase in the delays experienced by the video frames during congestion. Finally, we presented a playback point
adaptation technique.
We experimentally evaluated the performance of the algorithm under a wide range of parameters and demonstrated
its suitability. We demonstrated that the previously known
receiver-oriented buffer adaptation algorithm not only requires 100% more buffers and incurs 20 times higher delay as compared to our algorithm, but is also not viable

(a) Comparison of delay

(b) Comparison of queue length
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Figure 5 : Comparison of delay and queue length with other video transmission schemes
for video transport. We demonstrated that the protocol
does not require a priori specification of the source traffic
characteristics. We also demonstrated that since network,
rather than source, shapes the traffic, the protocol provides
significantly better delay performance than source traffic
shaping mechanisms while requiring significantly smaller
buffer than protocols which do not employ traffic shaping. Though the protocol does not guarantee delay, the
clients are able to realize smaller delay than guaranteed
delay and a reliable service by using the playback point
adaptation technique. The protocol adapts to the network
load and provides service that commensurates with the network congestion. In summary, we have demonstrated that
our protocol is a viable alternative to guaranteed rate transmission of video for applications which do not require the
network to provide strict performance guarantees.
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